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Welcome to the U.S.S.R. (United States Socialist Republic)
First of all let’s all get serious. Did anybody really believe that FNM and FRE would become anything
other than de-facto nationalised???Was this a shock and surprise event? Has “bazooka” Hank just
saved the World????
We are not credit people and we will leave the credit analysis of this to the experts but we struggle to
see how translating the exposure of a major part of the U.S. mortgage industry to the U.S. consumer
is something we should be jumping up and down for joy about. Neither is the fact that yet another
financial institutions(s) has common stock effectively worth nothing and a realisation that preferred
stock is not a risk free investment. Tell the guy who is part of Friday’s 6.1% unemployment rate how
a few basis points improvement in his mortgage (If that is actually what happens) makes everything
o.k. Do we honestly believe that another sleight of hand from the Treasury/FED suddenly makes all
the problems go away? Do U.S. consumers realise that they have just involuntarily doubled-down on
the U.S. mortgage/housing market?-because if this bet does not work they will be “carrying the can”
for this.
How many times have we seen this movie in the last 13 months???? Each time there has been a
clamour to argue that this measure is the one that turns everything around and each time we see it
followed by even bigger problems and bigger measures- exactly how a crisis tends to play out
(Funnily enough all the big measure tend to come at a time that the Equity market is at or
threatening the lows. This, despite the fact that the authorities do not target the Equity market. Yeah
right! They know as well as anybody how corrosive the dual combination of Equities and housing
under pressure can be to a strapped and indebted U.S. consumer as the economy slows.)
Is today’s development going to have financial institutions running to lend more money to consumers
now rather than rebuilding balance sheets? The credit squeeze is much more a function of stresses
in the transmission mechanism than about levels of rates.
As we have seen in past major decisions over the last 13 months the euphoria around the decision
has tended to see Equities move higher and often a bounce in yields. However we have also seen
that these developments have not been sustained and renewed stresses have re-emerged. You
have only so many fingers to “plug the leaking dyke” and eventually the flood overcomes you.
There is a strong perception that today’s action is a “pivotal event” and we tend to agree with that,
but not in the way of the market reaction. We believe it will become increasing apparent that this is
just another reactive move to stem “the inevitable flood”.
The problem is that people seem to believe this is the “big one”; this is the one that is going to turn it
all around. While it will be great if that is the case….if it is not…the reaction could be really bad.
Why??? Because then people are going to perceive that we have thrown everything we had at this
problem and that it is just too big. If that happens what we have just seen may turn out to be just the
supporting act before the main event.
We retain our view that where we are today is a consequence of excesses built up over 25 years+
(In the golden era following the Volcker induced recession) and that it is likely wishful thinking that
we are going to come out of this as quickly or as easily as times past.
So we look at today and say…we’ve seen this movie before and remain far from convinced that this
is the big turning point that everybody would like it to be (Us included)
The chart below focuses on the main dates where new material “measures” were announced in the
last 13 months.
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1. Aug 17, 2007: The Federal Reserve Board announced a reduction in the primary credit discount
rate from 6.25% to 5.75%. DJIA rallies 1,680 points over 9 weeks
2. Nov 26, 2007: Significant changes in limits for SOMA securities lending programme (federal
reserve banks of NY). DJIA rallies 1,056 points over 3 weeks
3. Jan 22, 2008: FOMC decided to lower its target for the federal funds rate 75 b.p.s in an
unscheduled meeting. DJIA rallies 1,134 points over 2 weeks
4. Mar 17/18, 2008:Bear stearns takeover on 17th March and FOMC decided to lower its target for
the federal funds rate 75 b.p.s. Market expected 100 b.p.s. DJIA rallies 1,400 points over 8
weeks
5. Jul 15, 2008: Paulson’s testimony before Senate Banking Committee outlining plan to support
GS’S (liquidity, sufficient capital and Fed consultative role). DJIA rallies 1,039 points over 9
weeks
6. Sept 08, 2008 Treasury takes control of Fannie and Freddie.
So what do we see?
The five main market troughs throughout the past year have all corresponded with authoritative
action / market developments.
Support levels were eventually breached and the market trended lower. As the market falls
aggressively, we find that there are further developments from authorities that act as ST supports for
the Dow. But the real concern is that each crisis has been followed by a bigger crisis and this just
does not feel like the “capitulation blow out”
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As noted above, this turmoil that is now having a significant impact on the economy – let us not
forget that unemployment is at 6.1% (and rising….see chart below) while it was at 4.4% last year.
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Whether authorities in the U.S. are actively watching equities or not, further deterioration in stocks is
would not be good news.We have moved on from perceiving the equity markets as a victim of the
credit crisis to being part of the problem.
One of the arguments that has been supportive of the stock market to date has been the strong
global economy and the weak USD. Well guess what? That punchbowl just got taken away and the
last party is over.
So what happens now? How many events will take place before equities turn for real? Unfortunately
we do not have the answer to that question, nor do we believe that it is the right question to be
asking.
This study simply illustrates that the only thing supporting the equity markets have been
announcements from U.S. authorities (some of them huge ones) and that the underlying trend is
down. While equity indices may consolidate/correct in the ST, we continue to expect the Dow Jones
Industrials to test 10,000 in the weeks and months ahead.
On a minor scale given the “hype” this morning about this new announcement these equity markets
better be looking pretty good at the close or we could see disappointment re-emerge even quicker
than past episodes.
The fact that the VIX is surging on the day and that the NDX is re-testing the 200-week moving
average does not fill us full of confidence.
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Disclaimer
This communication has been prepared by a member of the Sales and Trading Department of Citi,
which distributes this communication by or through its locally authorized affiliates (collectively, the
“Firm”). Sales and Trading personnel are not research analysts and the information in this
communication is not intended to constitute “research” as that term is defined by applicable
regulations. Compensation of Sales and Trading personnel includes consideration of the
performance of this Department’s activities. The views expressed herein may change without notice
and may differ from those views expressed by other Firm personnel. You should assume he
following: The Firm may be the issuer of, or may trade as principal in, the financial instruments
referred to in this communication or other related financial instruments. The author of this
communication may have discussed the information contained herein with others within the Firm and
the author and such other Firm personnel may have already acted on the basis of this information
(including by trading for the Firm’s proprietary accounts or communicating the information contained
herein to other customers of the Firm). The Firm performs or seeks to perform investment banking
and other services for the issuer of any such financial instruments. The Firm, the Firm’s personnel
(including those with whom the author may have consulted in the preparation of this
communication), and other customers of the Firm may be long or short the financial instruments
referred to herein, may have acquired such positions at prices and market conditions that are no
longer available, and may have interests different or adverse to your interests.
This communication is provided for information and discussion purposes only. It does not constitute
an offer or solicitation to purchase or sell any financial instruments. The information contained in this
communication is based on generally available information and, although obtained from sources
believed by the Firm to be reliable, its accuracy and completeness is not guaranteed. Certain
personnel or business areas of the Firm may have access to or have acquired material non-public
information that may have an impact (positive or negative) on the information contained herein, but
that is not available to or known by the author of this communication.
The provision of information is not based on your individual circumstances and should not be relied
upon as an assessment of suitability for you of a particular product or transaction. Even if we
possess limited information as to your objectives in relation to any transaction, series of transactions
or trading strategy, this will not be deemed sufficient for any assessment of suitability for you of any
transaction series of transactions or trading strategy.
The Firm is not acting as your advisor, fiduciary or agent and is not managing your account. The
information herein does not constitute investment advice and Citigroup makes no recommendation
as to the suitability of any of the products or transactions mentioned. Any trading or investment
decisions you take are in reliance on your own analysis and judgment and/or that of your advisors
and not in reliance on us. Therefore, prior to entering into any transaction, you should determine,
without reliance on the Firm, the economic risks or merits, aswell as the legal, tax and accounting
characteristics and consequences of the transaction and that you are able to assume these risks.
Financial instruments denominated in a foreign currency are subject to exchange rate
fluctuations, which may have an adverse effect on the price or value of an investment in such
products. Investments in financial instruments carry significant risk, including the possible
loss of the principal amount invested. Investors should obtain advice from their own tax,
financial, legal
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